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Community Conversations: Melissa Potts shares the past and present of Los
Angeles State Historic Park
By Christina Harrington

Meet Melissa Potts, one Los Angeles State Historic Park’s Interpretation Specialists. Melissa and other staff
help organize, promote, and lead the park’s programs and their goal is to create an inclusive and welcoming
place for everyone. Not only does Melissa teach park visitors about the park’s natural and cultural history,
but she also builds partnerships with local organizations and fosters relationships with community members
to share the park’s resources with everyone. We had the opportunity to chat with her to learn more about the
State Park, its history, and its role in the surrounding community.

The Los Angeles State Historic Park lies
nestled between the Metro Gold Line
Chinatown Station and the Los Angeles River.
Though the park only opened in April 2017, it
has a long and unique history tied to
community activism, railroads, and water.
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Originally the site of the southern terminus
for the Southern Pacific Railroad, the park
was built on the historic rail yard. The
circular gathering space below the sweeping
bridge marks the site of the historic
roundhouse, the place where trains were
turned around to continue their journeys.
Melissa tells us archaeologists found train
gears beneath the soil and they still rest
there today.

When asked about the public’s perception of the park, Melissa thinks most people don’t know why it’s called
“historic”. LA-based artist, designer, writer, and educator Rosten Woo collaborated with the park to create a
guided audio tour, with accompanying interpretive signs, to educate visitors about the park’s key historical
sites. One tour stop is the zanja madre. Foundational to the creation and expansion of the City of Los
Angeles, this historic water channel not only provided the city and its original people access to water, but
also symbolizes life itself.

And Melissa’s favorite site: the pavers. A mix
of replica and historical pavers, this walkway
creates a tangible experience of what it was
like for recent arrivals, who just hopped off
the train from the East Coast, to walk through
Los Angeles for the first time. “They’re a
direct connection to the past. A real piece of
history people can connect with and
experience,” Melissa says.

In the early 2000s, the park was slated for
private industrial development, but local
residents and organizations formed the
Chinatown Yard Alliance to advocate for
prioritizing the land for park space. They
succeeded. The soil, contaminated from years
of rail yard use, had to be cleaned and the
park’s opening was delayed for fifteen years.
As the park developed, California State Parks
held sixty-five community listening sessions
to understand the community’s priorities for
their new park. Rosten Woo’s installation of
multilingual signs pictured here shares the
park’s story of community activism.

Community stories are woven through the
park’s landscape in many ways. The Endless
Orchard, an orange grove planted by LAbased artist collaboration Fallen Fruit, is a
living artwork that not only pays homage to
the region’s agricultural history, but also
affirms stories are shared around food and
sharing leads to connection. Oral histories,
gathered from neighbors in their native
languages, stitch together around the planters
in bright orange characters to form a poem.

Today anyone can enjoy the park’s abundance of
programs, like habitat restoration with Weed
Warriors pictured here. The park boasts a unique
community outreach model – Promotorx – which
certified fifteen community members as
volunteer interpreters and park advocates to
organize programs for their communities.
Inspired by a Latin American health initiative, the
Promotorx program engages and empowers the
surrounding communities to enjoy their park
and its resources. Melissa admits it’s the most
rewarding part of her job, as she’s been able to
witness the volunteers grow and benefit from
investing in their communities.
LA State Historic Park Community Engagement Coordinator
Luis Rincon and volunteer Becky Rogers.

The park’s existence symbolizes success for
many people, but some challenges remain for
the park and the surrounding communities.
Melissa says safe access to the park is an issue
for many. The park is currently only accessible
by Spring Street and there aren’t many
crosswalks to safely cross the traffic-heavy
roadway. Los Angeles River Park Partners is
currently petitioning for the creation of another
crosswalk and State Parks is exploring ways to
improve access overall, for everyone.

To discover upcoming events and programs at the Los Angeles State Historic Park, see the park’s events
calendar and follow them on Facebook and Instagram.

